
Emotn N1 Projector 500LM,
Grey
252773

Emotn's N1 projector brings you an eye-popping
cinematic experience with sharp, true-to-life 1080p FHD
quality, paired with vibrant HDR10 technology. Enjoy
movies illuminated in astounding color, even in dim
settings, thanks to its 500 ANSI Lumens. Officially
licensed by Netflix and equipped with popular streaming
apps, you're set for unlimited entertainment. Transform
your space with up to 120-inch HD projections and crisp
auto-focus. Benefit from Dolby Audio, dual speakers, and
energy-saving features, all while ensuring the safety of
your eyes. Connect effortlessly via HDMI, USB, WiFi, and
Bluetooth.

Everything Sharp and True to Life
The Emotn N1 invites you to all your eye-popping favorites with native 1080p FHD quality. Exceptional HDR10
technology brings vibrant display with incredible contrast for bright whites and true blacks.

Illuminate Your Movie Night
Coming with 500 ANSI Lumens, the Emotn N1 empowers every user to enjoy bright and rich content in dim
environments. All your fave movies are lighted up by the Emotn N1 in the night with its incredible colors.

Tailored for Unlimited Entertainment
The Emotn N1 is officially licensed by Netflix, and with other streaming apps like Prime Video and YouTube, you are
instantly exposed to a world of premium movies, TV shows and more.

Experience the Cinema-Quality Size at Home
With the Emotn N1's large HD projection up to 120 inches, you're the VIP who's always invited to the front row. Time to
have exclusive control of your private screen!

Crisp and Clear before You Know
The Emotn N1 never allows your world to be blurred for more than one second with the cutting-edge ToF(Time-of-
Flight) Laser Autofocus. It gets everything ready for you in a flash and your hands are freed to grab popcorn and
drinks.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Make Setup a Breeze
The Emotn N1 offers you peace of mind to get into the mood for your favorite movies. Place it anywhere you like and
the exceptional Auto Keystone Correction enables a super quick setup to settle your joy in place right away.

Cinematic in Every Sense
Enhanced with Dolby Audio and dual 5-watt built-in speakers, the Emotn N1 provides rich, clear, stunning sound – it’s
not just a projector: it’s a home theater!

Nature’s Friend. Your Friend.
The Emotn N1 has a 30,000-hour lifespan. It can stay with you for more than 20 years even if you use it for 4 hours a
day. Emotn N1 is also eco-friendly with only 20% power consumption of a TV, making it both your friend and a friend of
nature.

Smart Eye Protection for Your Family
Unlike the direct light from a TV, the Emotn N1 employs diffuse reflection imaging, greatly reducing the strain on your
eyes while assuring you of the maximum colorful picture. Kids can watch educational documentaries and cartoons as
long as they want!

A Whisper-Quiet Companion
The low noise level of 26dB helps create an absolutely quiet viewing space, allowing you to fully immerse yourself in
the great sound and picture experience that Emotn N1 brings. Leave all your worries behind and Enjoy Movies ToNight
with Emotn.

Versatile Connectivity
Connect the Emotn N1 to your various devices via HDMI, USB, WiFi and Bluetooth, in any way you like.

Angle Adjustment in Just One Step
The built-in stand on the bottom allows you to adjust the angle of projection by up to 12 degrees. No need to use a
tripod! It's there when you need to adjust the angle just a little.

Accessories

    •  Power Plug: 120W (19V/6.32A)
    •  AC cord: x1
    •  Bluetooth Remote Control: x1
    •  User Manual: x1

Specs

Product Attributes

Picture & Display

Max. resolution: 1080p Full HD

Brightness: 500 ANSI Lumens

EAN: 6974991220188

Manufacturer number: 04.4C00-CF2G00-EUR1

Product weight: 1.95 kilograms
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Light source: LED

Light source lifespan: 30000

3D: false

MEMC: false

Codecs: HDR 10

Eye protection: false

Projection

Image size: 60-120

Throw ratio: 1.25:1

Keystone adjustment: Manual and automatic, ±30°

Auto focus: Yes, ToF+Camera Auto Focus

Audio

Speakers: 2 x 5W

Codecs & certifications: Dolby Digital
Dolby Digital Plus

Connections

Inputs: USB 2.0
HDMI 2.0
Ethernet

Outputs: RCA
3.5mm Jack

Bluetooth: 5

Wifi: 2.4GHz/5GHz, 2T2R, 802.11
a/b/g/n/ac

System

Operating system: Linux

RAM: 1GB DDR3

Data storage unit: 8GB eMMC5.1

Operation

Sound level: 10-26

Operation temperature: 5-35

Power consumption: 0.5-110
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